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IT’S BANQUET TIME!
If you haven’t purchased your tickets for the 34th Annual NBU Fundraising Banquet – It’s time to
get after it! Contact a Director or you can purchase your tickets online through the NBU website.
In order to get you pumped up, we have spread teasers throughout this issue to whet your appetite
for the certain item you’ve been waiting for all year! The banquet is just around the corner and your
NBU directors are working hard to present you with an evening to remember. So, don’t miss out –
get your tickets now!
Our 2014 project season is off with a bang! We have already completed a capture and release of
bighorn as well as one guzzler and another on the way. Watch your email for project information.
If you are not on the volunteer email list go to the NBU website and sign up as a volunteer. You
will receive project details and the opportunity to join other NBU volunteers and contribute to our
bighorn sheep population as well as all wildlife throughout the Silver State.
Speaking of volunteering, don’t forget to come out on Friday before the banquet to help with setup
and Saturday morning tear-down. Lunch will be served on Friday and there will be some great
NBU logo-gear raffles too!
CONGRATULATIONS needs to also go out to all NBU members for being awarded the Western
Section of the Wildlife Society 2014 Conservationist of the Year Award! We wouldn’t be able to do
all that we do without the best group of volunteers on the planet! Our volunteers set the standard
for all conservation groups to follow. Thank you all for what you do and your commitment and
service to our wildlife. VERY much appreciated!
Congratulations also to NBU-Midas President Brian Elmore for being the 2013 Wayne E. Krich
Wildlife Conservation Award winner! Way to go Brian and thank you for all you do for bighorn
sheep and wildlife!
If you are a college student, don’t forget to apply for the NBU Legacy Scholarship. See page 12 for
more details, go to the NBU website for an application. If you have questions or need additional
information please contact NBU Director Josh Vittori.

®

I also want to bring to your attention the very special Sheep Hunter’s Bonus Package that will go
to the lucky winner of the Silver State Nelson Desert Bighorn Sheep draw. The Bonus Package
includes a Browning .300 WM with Zeiss scope; a Minox Optics package donated by the Fraternity
of the Desert Bighorn; full head-to-toe Sitka gear and Kenetrek boots; as well as a fully donated
guided sheep hunt by Lupe Gallegos and Hide N Seek Outfittes and Mark Lane and White River
Guide Service. What an outstanding bonus to the lucky winner! See page 37 for more details.
We have some great hunting stories this issue, as well as a guest editorial from Marina Lamprecht
of Hunter’s Namibia Safaris. We hope you enjoy the issue and hope to see you all at the banquet!
Thank you all for your support!
Brett Jefferson
Editor
BKJefferson@TriStateLtd.com
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Cover Photo - Thank you to NBU Director Chris Cefalu for this picture from the recent California Bighorn Sheep Trap and
Transplant conducted in conjunction with NDOW
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR BUREAU OF LAND
MANAGEMENT NEWS RELEASE By Jeremy Strait & Jeff Fontana

Our 34th Annual Fundraising Banquet is
just around the corner on April 4, 2014 at
the Peppermill Resort Spa Casino. We will
have a great show including auctioning off
two Heritage Bighorn Sheep Tags, one for
a California Bighorn Sheep and one for a
Desert (Nelson) Bighorn Sheep. We will have fantastic taxidermy
and habitat, along with tremendous general and silent auction
items. Our famous “Wall of 100 Guns” raffle will return, along with
raffle guns for youth to win. Some of our raffle items will include a
camp package, an AR-15, and a beautiful over/under shotgun for
the Bob Downs Memorial Raffle. This is in addition to our popular
card games, ladies raffle, special raffles and more! Rounded out
by our Wall of Heads, our General Store for NBU merchandise
and the opportunity to enjoy a tremendous Peppermill steak
dinner, this event will be monumental. So monumental, in fact,
that this year’s banquet is virtually sold out! I look forward to
seeing all 2,000+ of you on April 4th.
We had a very busy end of January, with NBU members
participating in two conventions. We worked with the Wild Sheep
Foundation (WSF) to support the move-in/move-out process,
along with volunteer support for the Youth Outdoor Experience.
This highly successful youth event was spearheaded by Ryan
Brock, and resulted in hundreds of youth enjoying exposure to all
types of outdoor and sporting topics. During the youth event, the
Maison T Ortiz Youth Outdoor Skills Camp steering committee
was able to promote the upcoming camp in July, 2014. WSF
graciously donated booth space for NBU during the convention,
which allowed us to communicate with area sportsmen and
sportswomen about the great volunteer work that NBU is doing
for Nevada’s wildlife. NBU was successful in generating new
memberships and promoting NBU’s mission at this booth. WSF
also donated meeting room space for the Nevada Department
of Wildlife (NDOW) to discuss pressing and important bighorn
sheep issues in Nevada with participating Nevada Bighorn sheep
support groups. This afternoon session resulted in disease
updates, trap and transplant plans, and status of the over 90
herds of Bighorn sheep in Nevada. Special thanks to Mike Cox
and Dr. Peregrine Wolff of NDOW for putting on this session.
At the Grand Slam Club Ovis (GSCO) convention at the Grand
Sierra Resort, NBU was honored with a $20,000 donation toward
our conservation efforts. Additionally, GSCO donated booth
space for NBU at the convention, here again allowing NBU to
promote its volunteer mission for Nevada’s wildlife and to generate
new NBU members. Working cooperatively with national,
regional and local sportsmen’s and conservation groups has truly
benefitted Nevada’s wildlife resources.
NBU was honored by the Western Section of The Wildlife Society
(TWS) at their 2014 annual meeting at the Grand Sierra Resort
on January 30th. NBU received the prestigious “Conservationist
of the Year Award”, as nominated by Ken Mayer (former NDOW
Director), Tony Wasley (NDOW Director) and Dr. Jim Sedinger

(Professor of Wildlife, UNR). The award is given to “any individual
or group who had demonstrated an active concern for wildlife
conservation by accomplishing projects or programs that have
significantly enhanced wildlife resource conservation within the
Western Section geographical area.” This award was received for
NBU’s decades of work for Nevada’s wildlife, including donating
millions of dollars and over 100,000 volunteer hours on wildlife
conservation efforts.
As you think about applying for the next round of Nevada Big
Game Tags, please keep in mind the various opportunities for
additional options for tags, including the Silver State Tags, the
Partnership in Wildlife (PIW) Tags and the Dream Tags. Not only
will you have additional chances to obtain your tags, your funding
of these programs directly benefits Nevada’s wildlife and habitat.
Guzzler season is upon us; keep an eye out for the e-mail
messages to our volunteers and by checking the NBU website
and our Facebook page. We have a very aggressive guzzler
season coming up; hope to see you on site!
Proudly representing the greatest group of wildlife volunteers and
wildlife supporters in the nation,

Dennis R. Wilson, DVM
President
Nevada Bighorns Unlimited

Nevada Bighorns Unlimited (NBU) is a non-profit 501(c)(3) grass roots sportsmen’s
conservation organization with over 3,500 members throughout Nevada, the western
United States and North America. The mission of the organization is to protect and
enhance Nevada’s wildlife resources for sportsmen, outdoor and wildlife enthusiasts
for this and future generations. NBU volunteers do this through the reintroduction of
big game, habitat conservation and improvement, public education and participation,
biological and scientific research, and the influence of public policy. NBU has raised
millions of dollars and logged thousands of volunteer hours in support of Nevada’s
wildlife.
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Come to the Land of 10,000 Wild Sheep
and Fulfill Your Bighorn Hunt Dreams…

In NEVADA!

Nevada Bighorns Unlimited is proud to auction the 2014 Heritage Tags
for a California Bighorn Sheep and a Nelson Desert Bighorn Sheep
At the 34th Annual NBU Fundraising Banquet
April 4, 2014 at the Peppermill Resort Spa Casino in Reno, Nevada

For Ticket or Bidder Registration Info Call (775) 750-7397

NEW DIRECTOR INTRODUCTION
By Brian A. Pansky
Brian Pansky was born in Tarzana, California in January of 1985.
In 1991 he moved with his family to Woodbridge, Virginia (a
suburb of Washington D.C.) and attended Woodbridge Senior
High School. In 2003, he relocated with his family to Sparks,
Nevada and attended the University of Nevada. During his tenure
at the University of Nevada he was an active member of the
Sigma Nu Fraternity, including a year as chapter Treasure, the
Public Relations Chairman for the Intra-Fraternity Counsel, and
Student Senator to the JTSU. At the University of Nevada, Brian
studied Economics and Accounting.
During and after college, Brian worked at Wells Fargo Bank as a
business banker, and later transferred to Wells Fargo Investments
as an Investment Consultant. In 2006, Brian left Wells Fargo and
moved his business to Morgan Stanley as a Financial Advisor and
Portfolio Manager in Reno; where he still practices. In 2010 Brian
formed a Team called the Pacific Ridge Group at Morgan Stanley.
His team focuses on Investment Management and Financial
Planning for business owners and individuals in the Western
United States.

Sheep Foundation,
and other sportsman’s
organizations. He has
been on the Board of
Directors for several
large non-profits in
the Northern Nevada
Area, and provides
his business expertise
towards finances,
marketing, and
general operations.

Brian was introduced to hunting in 2007 when he joined some
friends on an Antelope Hunt in the Sheldon’s of Northern Washoe

Brian met his wife Susan in 2009 and they were married in
November of 2011. Susan Pansky currently works as the City
Planner for Carson City. Prior to that she worked for the RenoTahoe Airport Authority, and Manhard Consulting. She has a
background in development and management and loves what she
does for a living.
Brian and Susan have no children yet, but are working on it! They
have a doberman pinscher, Amber and two cats; Wally and Daya.
Brian has a younger brother Michael, and his parents Steven and
Leslie still live in Sparks.
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County. After that, he became immediately interested in Big
Game, Upland Bird, and Migratory Bird Hunting and has been an
active supporter of sportsman’s and conservation organizations
since. He is a member of Ducks Unlimited, NWTF, NBU, Wild

Brian A. Pansky
Financial Advisor
The Pacific Ridge Group at Morgan Stanley
Cell: 775.846.8353
Office: 775.823.8675
Email: bpansky@hotmail.com
Editor’s Notes: Welcome to the NBU Board of Directors Brian!
Thank you for all you do for NBU’s mission and Nevada’s wildlife!
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WESTERN SECTION TWS - AWARD 6 CONSERVATIONIST OF THE YEAR – 2014
By Western Section Nevada Chapter Awards Committee
Ken Mayer (former Director, NDOW)
Tony Wasley (Director, NDOW)
Dr. Jim Sedinger (Professor of Wildlife, UNR)

The “Conservationist of the Year Award” is presented by the
Western Section to a person or group, either engaged in wildlife
conservation as a profession or as an avocation, has made an
outstanding contribution to wildlife conservation in California,
Nevada, Hawaii or Guam. The purpose of the award is to aid in
identification and definition of what is an outstanding contribution
to wildlife conservation, and to demonstrate to those individuals
and/or organizations receiving the award that the Western
Section members recognize and appreciate their efforts in wildlife
conservation and the example they set for others.
This year we are please to honor with this award, Nevada Bighorns
Unlimited – Reno (NBU) for their unwavering support of wildlife
conservation in Nevada, through their direct financial support,
volunteerism and policy and political support. NBU was formed in
1981 by a group of private sportsmen with the goal of reintroducing
bighorn sheep back into their historical mountain ranges. Bighorn
sheep were Nevada’s most numerous big game species when
white man first entered the Great Basin. However, by 1900 they
were almost extirpated due to overexploitation during settlement
of the west. By forming a strong partnership with the Nevada
Department of Wildlife (NDOW), the reintroduction of bighorn
sheep into Nevada mountain ranges has become one of the
world’s greatest wildlife conservation success stories.
Due to the generosity of the Canadian conservation community,
Nevada obtained “seed” populations of California Bighorns from
British Columbia and Rocky Mountain Bighorns from Alberta. Using
Nevada’s few remaining sources of Desert (Nelson) Bighorns,
along with the Canadian California and Rocky Bighorns, over
eighty 80 mountain ranges have received transplants. This effort
could not have been possible without NBU’s funds, volunteer labor,
and political intervention and support. Other than Alaska, Nevada
is currently home to more bighorn sheep than any other state in
the nation. In 2012-13, Nevada reached an all-time record high
of 10,000 sheep and now serves as the source of desert bighorn
sheep for transplants across the west.
NBU accomplishments extend far beyond bighorn sheep with its
mission to “Protect and Enhance Nevada’s Wildlife Resources”.
For example, in cooperation with NDOW, surplus antelope have
been captured on NV winter ranges and spread throughout the
state with NBU funding and volunteer labor. Nevada now enjoys
the highest antelope population on recorded. Compare this to the
1920’s when sportsmen purchased a ranch in northwest Nevada
(later becoming the core of the Charles Sheldon National Antelope
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outdoor camps, seminars, and youth
fishing derbies across the state.

Refuge) in an attempt to stave off the total extirpation of antelope
in this state!
NBU has placed directors on key state boards and committees
to help formulate wildlife policy and complete significant planning
efforts such as the Nevada State Elk Plan, Central Nevada Elk
Plan, and develop and pass key legislation such as the Wildlife
Damage Compensation to Private Landowners Bill, and Landowner
Incentive Tag Bill. These policy and legislative efforts have
resulted in the return of Rocky Mountain Elk populations from total
extirpation in 1900 to today’s all time high population numbers!
NBU has funded and actively participated in numerous research
projects over the decades, including disease interaction between
bighorn and domestic sheep; sage-grouse ecology, mountain lion
and black bear management, deer migration, elk range evaluations,
and mountain goat recruitment rates. NBU has provided funding
and its Directors have actively participated in sage-grouse studies
for over 20 years, when the decline in the species was first identified
– not because it’s a game species, but because it was a species in
decline and needed help.
NBU’s partnership with NDOW has benefited Nevada’s wildlife
enormously. NBU provided the matching funds that enabled
the purchase of NDOW’s first helicopter for wildlife surveys.
NBU has donated many transport trucks, transport trailers, airlifting-transport containers, ATV’s, spotting scopes, binoculars,
computers, helicopter overhauls, and innumerable other critical
items.
NBU’s habitat improvement projects are unmatched across the
state. An average of six to eight new big game water developments
(guzzlers) are constructed each year. Older guzzler units are
often enlarged and updated as needed. NBU directors have
designed, manufactured, and helped construct the most efficient
and maintenance-free units in the world. NBU funds and provides
volunteer labor and equipment for these projects, again in close
partnership with NDOW. NBU also provides funding and volunteer
labor for a myriad of other habitat projects, including spring
development, wildfire restoration and reseeding, pinion/juniper
thinning, and fence protection of riparian areas. These projects
benefit all wildlife.
Education of tomorrow’s biologists and sportsmen is also a high
priority with NBU. Four summer internships with NDOW and three
college scholarships are awarded annually. NBU funds youth

Since its formation, NBU has
expended tens of millions of dollars
and provided over 100,000 volunteer
hours on wildlife conservation
efforts. In the last five years alone
they have donated more than $2.5
million for wildlife conservation in
Nevada. They do all of this with
no expectation for recognition
or reward. NBU exemplifies the
statement that “Sportsmen are “True
Conservationists”.
Our wildlife
resources and future generations are
the direct beneficiaries of their efforts
and are worthy of the recognition by
the Western Section of The Wildlife
Society as Conservation Group of
2014!

Live Auction
Highlights!
New Zealand Tahr Hunt
Dinners for 20 at both Louis Basque Corner
& the Coney Island
Goose & Pheasant hunts at Mason Valley Hunt Club
Wingshooting in Argentina
San Francisco Giants and 49er premium seats
& weekend packages
South African Safari hunts.
UNR tailgate at the Lil Wal
Youth landowner antelope tag for area 015.
Full Body and Pedastel taxidermy mounts.
Jarbidge Wilderness area summer pack trips.
Bergara custom riﬂe in a 300 Win Mag
with a Burris eliminator, range ﬁnder scope
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Take it up a notch!

Join NBU as an Outfitter or
Corporate Member!
Every membership in Nevada Bighorns Unlimited helps
to re-establish, augment and maintain Nevada’s wildlife.
Outfitter Members and Corporate Members receive
a listing in each issue of the NBU Journal as well as
acknowledgement on the NBU-Reno website.
Consider supporting Nevada’s Wildlife
at these new membership levels.
~ Thank you! ~

NBU Gratefully Acknowledges

as a 34th Annual Banquet Sponsor

Representatives for these great manufacturers:
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We are proud to announce the

NBU Legacy Scholarship Program
The NBU Legacy Scholarship Program was established in 2013 to honor those
individuals that have contributed significant time and resources to NBU. The
program was also developed to commemorate the accomplishments of NBU
throughout our history. It's our goal as sportsmen and working professionals
to leave a legacy of wildlife conservation for future generations. We feel that
supporting students with academic scholarships will aid our mission and
benefit Nevada's wildlife immensely. Funding for this program comes from
countless sportsmen volunteer hours and dollars.
Applications for will be available to prospective students in the spring of 2014
on the NBU website. The NBU is extremely excited to have yet another avenue
to enhance Nevada's wildlife and those individuals who contribute to it.

SHEEP HUNT STORY
By Jack Robb

NBU magazine’s sheep hunting stories have evolved over the
years but the order of events has stayed the same. Years back
they started with “I went to the mail,” then “I checked my credit
card,” and now most of them start with something like “I looked
online.” Ours, I mean my son’s Tim Robb’s, does not start that
way at all. My son’s sheep hunting story started when he was in
the 1st grade and his grandfather passed away.
My dad and Tim’s grandfather, Dan Robb, was a true proud
Nevadan whose loves were family, friends, Nevada and above
all, his grandsons. His death came just months after I became a
member of the Nevada Bighorns Unlimited, Board of Directors.
During the first dinner as a director, NBU auctioned off the
chance to name a guzzler. My brother, sisters, and I decided
that we could honor my dad by naming a guzzler after him, so we
purchased that right during the auction at the NBU Banquet.
Our grandfather was born in Candelaria, and my dad was raised
in Tonopah. Our family wanted the guzzler to be in an area that
means a lot to us. Lucky for us, two guzzlers were planned in the
Volcanic Hills just south of Candelaria and west of Tonopah. One
was to be built by NBU, an apron guzzler like we build in Northern
Nevada, and one by the Fraternity of Desert Bighorn out of Las
Vegas, a slick rock guzzler, as many are in Southern Nevada.
My brother and I went with some of the other NBU directors and
Fraternity members to look at the final locations and planning for
the two guzzlers to be built as a joint project with members form
NBU and the Fraternity on one weekend. We had already decided
to name the apron guzzler after my dad as that was the typical
NBU construction. We met with the fraternity members and
looked at the future apron site first; my brother and I could
not have been happier with its location. Larry Johnson and
I then went to the slick rock site and looked at the view from
the future slick rock guzzler. He told me to talk the Fraternity
out of the site so I could name this location after my father.
Little did I know, at the same time Larry was telling me this,
Fraternity members Clint Bently and Ed Pribyl were telling
my brother, even though they have never met our father they
thought he would like the view from the slick rock location
much better.

For more information on the program, feel free to
contact NBU Director and Legacy Scholarship
Journal . Volume 31 . Number 1
12 NBU Committee
Chair, Josh Vittori at jvittori@jbrenv.com.

The Dan Robb slick rock guzzler was built that spring with
the help of many longtime family friends and we met many
new Las Vegas friends that have become a big part of our
family. My dad’s guzzler has become a place our family visits
at least two and often more times each year. Each Memorial
Day weekend since 1998 my family has traveled to Tonopah to
maintain the family graves and on our way back to Reno we go to
the guzzler to check water levels and see if any repairs need to
be made. The guzzler has become the place that my brother, my

boys Tim and Luke and I feel the closest to my dad.
The only down side to the location of my dad’s guzzler is it is in
a sheep hunt unit that is not known for the biggest rams. Maybe
three rams have made Nevada book and not a single Boone and
Crocket ram has been taken out of the unit. I have always loved
sheep hunting and looking for big sheep, so hunt unit 211 has not
made my top five areas to apply even though it is the location of
my dad’s guzzler.
Both of my sons have spent many weekends scouting and
hunting sheep so even at a young age they have a good idea
what areas they want to apply for. I do not apply for my boys as
they each have their own ideas and favorite places to hunt. With
that being said, both boys have always put 211 as one of their
choices. They both think a small ram by “Papa’s guzzler” would
be better than a big ram in another unit.
Spring of 2013 just after applying for tags my brother planned a
guzzler work weekend at both the Robb and the Beko guzzlers in
the Volcanic Hills. They were both in need of paint and repair. The
apron guzzler was named by the Fraternity after the late Tonopah
Judge Bill Beko. My brother invited Tom and Vickie Beko to help
on the repairs, and see the guzzler named after their father for
the first time. We repaired tanks, cleaned drinkers, and repainted
the famous rams head on the apron. If the repairs were not made
the Beko Guzzler may have had a tank fail and the drinker was
clogged to the point it was not properly recharging from the tanks.
The 100 or so sheep in the area would have had a tough summer
without the repairs and a properly working Beko guzzler.

Beko before paint and repair

Maybe that extra work was what it took to get karma on our side,
but it finally paid off big. The Friday afternoon before Memorial
Day weekend I checked Hunt Nevada’s website and my son
Tim had drawn a sheep tag in unit 211. The annual Memorial
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weekend trip became the first scouting trip of the year in a hurry.
We knew the area so the next few months was spent getting to
know the rams in the area. We are not a trail camera guys so the
way we get to know the rams in the area was hours of glassing
and boots on the ground every chance we could. We found two
rams, that come opening week, we would like to find again, and
take a run at.
In my family’s way of hunting, we always want to get the biggest
ram in the area. We only want to get the biggest ram in a fair
manner that does not step on another hunter’s toes. We also
know that having the right people with us on the hunt out weighs
inches any day. Hunting should be more about memories with
family and friends than inches. Inches should be the bonus, not
the measure of a successful hunt. With all that being said we
still love inches, and will spend the time to get the most inches
possible in area we are hunting.

I called my brother on the radio, and told him to drive to the north
end of the mountain, off Highway 6. I wanted everyone in the
same spot so they could watch the Boys and I go in after the
rams. Google Earth shows the location they parked and watched
from was 2.5 miles from Tim, Luke, I and the rams. Spotting
scopes and radios put Rique, Bridget and Lora right in the middle
of their first sheep hunt. Things were coming together real well,
as Luke kept tabs on the rams, while Tim and I worked our way
around, and down to get into position. The rams were feeding in
our direction and I thought it may take an hour or so for them to
feed into range.

Opening day of the sheep hunt was on a Wednesday and Tim and
I were not even in Nevada. My younger son Luke was in his first
semester at the University of Nevada and my wife was in a new
job with the state without extra vacation on the books. Tim and I
had decided we were seeing enough rams that we could wait to
do it right with everyone in the family on the hunt. Our plan was
to spend Thursday and Friday locating the right rams and have
the family present when we went after them on Saturday and
Sunday.
Days before the hunt started, a close family friend, Arlene Friel
passed away, and the funeral was on Saturday in Tonopah. That
changed the Saturday plan but made the Sunday plan even
better than before. With others in my family attending the funeral
we had a chance to include even more family members on the
Sunday hunt. The weekend hunting party included Tim and
Luke my sons, my wife Rique, brother Paul, his wife Lora, sister
Bridget, acquired son Pete Pribyl, and friends Bruce MacKay, and
Ted Mathews.
With all of the scouting, planning and our knowledge of the rams
we felt as though we could make something happen on Sunday
with everyone present. One thing we had not accounted for, was
in such a big sheep unit, four out of nine tag holders would want
to hunt in the same spot we wanted too. Sunday came and Tim,
Luke and I were off, and at first light hiking past my Dad’s guzzler.
The dam on the slick rock that Pete Pribyl helped build, bore a
hand print in the concrete of a much younger Timmy Robb. As
we passed the guzzler we spotted the group of sheep we had
seen the afternoon before, but the bunch did not have any mature
rams. We continued to the highest point on the mountain, and it
was from the high point we first spotted the rams we were after.
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With three other hunters and their large crews helping them over
the four prior days, all of the sheep on the mountain were on high
alert to say the least. After about a half hour of getting set up,
35 ewes came running at high speed right through the rams that
were still out of shooting range. The rams did not go with the
ewes, but were now moving in a direction that would not bring
them closer to us, and in a way we would not have an avenue to
close the gap. All we could do was watch and hope they went to
a place we could make another move. We watched as the group
of rams moved closer to Highway 6, and the rest of our crew.
The move north towards the highway gave everyone below at
the trucks a better look at the rams, but was also not what we

wanted. Highway 6 is the unit boundary, and sheep are known
to move that direction this time of year. If they get across that
highway they are out of our hunt unit, and no longer sheep we
can chase. After a few hours of moves, and counter moves we
found ourselves near the end of the day, and the highway. The
boys and I had Rique come pick us up, and take us to the others.
Bridget had already headed back to Reno and Rique, Lora, and
Luke needed to get on the road too. We took a family photo and
sent them on their way.
Not long after everyone had left, the rams had moved into a place
that Tim and I could make a quick run at them. In the bunch
was a ram with a big chip at the top of his left horn. Between the
scouting and hunting the chipped horn ram was Tim’s number one
ram to pursue. A quick drive and a thirty minute stalk we found
ourselves in range. Tim set up and the chipped horn ram was in
the clear. I thought, we have him now, but I gave Tim some bad
yardage information, and Tim’s shot hit just high and the ram ran
off. So close, but that is hunting.

Over the next few days, and another trip into the area we were
seeing fewer and fewer rams. When checking along the highway
we would not see rams, but we did see their tracks leaving the
area. At that point I told Tim that I know some places in the Silver
Peak range that we could go look for rams. I got from Tim “It is
going to happen here, or not at all”. He put in for the area to take
a ram by his Papa’s guzzler, and he was going to stick with it.
Knowing that, I thought maybe if we left the area alone for a while,
and let things settle down, some of the rams would return. Tim,
Paul, and I returned to work and planned to hunt the last 7 days of
the season.
When we returned Paul had a day head start on Tim and I. Paul
was hopeful that he could find a ram that had returned to the

area. What he found, and we later found was there were not
many sheep to be seen for the next few days. The sheep we did
see had 2 and 3 year old rams with them and Tim would not fill
his tag before shooting a 3 year old ram. On Sunday night I had
to return to Reno; when you own a small business, sometimes
the business owns you. No matter how much I wanted to be on
the sheep hunt the future of my business and the future for my
employees depended on me being in Reno, and Seattle during
that week. Lucky for Tim, Paul, and I have a good friend in Joe
Maslach. Joe was able to hunt for a few days while I was away.
When you are not finding sheep, the key is more eyes, and Joe
has some good eyes for spotting sheep.
While in a meeting in Reno on Monday I get a text from Tim at
3:16 PM, “You will be down here in the morning right?” I sent
back, “Not looking good. Find anything?” At 3:34 I get back “Yeah.
So it’s not looking good?” I missed that text, and the next text
from Tim said, “I will call you when we get back to town.”
What I did not know, Tim and Paul had a 150” class ram in range,
and did not take the shot, hoping I could make it down the next
day to go after it with them. At this point with only few days left in
the season, and the biggest ram we have seen in days of hunting,
I could not believe he passed a chance. When he got back to
Tonopah he sent me pictures of the ram. Tim told me that he
likes the ram, and he was not the only one that liked the ram, as it
has a bullet whole about 2” from the tip of his right horn. Another
hunter had taken a shot at the ram, and now the ram walks with a
funny tilt to his head, leaning to the side of the bullet hole.
Tim said that before they could put the rams to bed the rams
moved north, and out of sight. They did not bump the rams, they
just decided to move again. I called Joe as he had a different
view of the rams, and Joe told me at the direction, and rate they
were going, they had a good chance of getting across Highway
6. All I could think was, not again. A ram Tim should have taken,
and I let him down again. First time with bad yardage information,
and this time by not being there for him. I wanted to go back
down, but had to go to Seattle for a meeting. I was not sure of
what day the meeting would occur in Seattle so I had to stay in
town to take phone calls, and be on a plane at a moment’s notice.
Late the next afternoon while waiting for the call from Seattle, Tim
calls. “I got one!” he tells me with great excitement in his voice. I
asked him which one, and what’s he like. He tells me he does
not know for sure, because he has not got to him yet. I asked
him “what do Paul and Joe think.” He tells me he does not know,
because Paul went to get the packs they left behind some time
ago and Joe was at the highway. He told me it was the ram in the
pictures from the day before. I was so excited and happy for Tim,
but all I could do was cry, and tell him sorry I was not there for
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him. I never would have thought that I could be so happy, and so
very sad at the same time. Joe sent me text “He just got em” then
“stalk from hell.” The first picture Tim sent me was of the bullet
hole in the rams horn.

sacrifices Tim and my family have made for the betterment of
Nevada’s Wildlife. It is a symbol of a young boy’s love for his
Papa. It is a symbol of hard work, and dedication to family by
my 22 year old son. Every time I look at the ram on the wall, it
will remind me of a long fun hunt with family and friends. It will
remind me of my Dad. It will remind me of the day I cried the
hardest since 1997 when my Dad passed. It will remind me of the
many trips to take care of the guzzler, and check in with my Dad
in our own way. It will remind me that my boys do the right things
for the right reasons. It will remind me of just how proud I am of
my boys, and their commitment to family.

Over 100 Items

I have been lucky enough to be on many hunts in which we took
Nevada Book and Boone and Crocket Rams. I would not trade
this hunt for any of the hunts when bigger rams were taken.
Hands down this ram means 100 times more to me than my own
ram. My boys have taught me a thing or two about family and
next year hunt unit 211 will be at the top of my list, book rams or
not. Tim’s ram checked in at NDOW at 151 6/8”. During the check
in, Chris Hampson NDOW Biologist ask for location of harvest.
Tim Robb’s location is proudly North East of the Robb Guzzler.

Join us at the
Silent Auction!!
March 13 		

Sitting in my office in Reno, I somehow wanted to
start putting this story together. What is this story
about; hunting, family or both? What does it say
about Tim, and our family?
If I have learned one thing in my life, it is people
have core values. No matter who you are, you have
them, and endless facts contrary to your beliefs will
not change your core values. This sheep hunt has
helped me see my own core values, and I am very
proud of my family, and their core values. I have
met people that have a few of the same, and a few
different core values than do I. When I show some
people a picture of Tim’s ram, their first response is,
“your son killed the ram just for a trophy to hang on
the wall.”
I see something totally different. It is not a trophy.
It is a symbol of many years of hard work, and
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Washoe County Advisory Board to Manage Wildlife Meeting 			

Reno, Nevada

March 14 – 19th Annual Northern Nevada SCI Banquet 					
											

Silver Legacy Resort Casino
Downtown Reno Ballroom

March 21 & 22 		

Reno, Nevada

Nevada Board of Wildlife Commissioners Meeting – CABMW Workshop 		

April 4 – 34th 		 NBU Fundraising Banquet
				
											

Peppermill Hotel & Spa
Reno, Nevada

May 9 & 10 		 Nevada Board of Wildlife Commissioners Meeting				
			
– Big Game Status Report and Quota Setting

Reno, Nevada

May 17th 		
		

Las Vegas, Nevada

50th Anniversary Fraternity of the Desert Bighorn Banquet & Auction		

June 20 & 21 		 Nevada Board of Wildlife Commissioners Meeting 				
			
– Set/Revise Upland Game and Furbearer Seasons and Limits

Tonopah, Nevada

August 8 & 9 		 Nevada Board of Wildlife Commissioners Meeting 				
			
– Set/Revise Waterfowl Season and Limits

Fallon, Nevada

To sign up as an NBU volunteer go to the NBU website at www.nevadabighornsunlimited.org
Beko after tank repair dirnker clean out and paint

For more information about upcoming events, volunteer opportunities or the NBU annual banquet,
please contact any Board member or visit us on the web at www.nevadabighornsunlimited.org and the
Nevada Bighorns Unlimited - Reno Facebook Page.
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Nevada Bighorns Unlimited Thanks Our:
OUTFITTER MEMBERS

CORPORATE MEMBERS

NEVADA ROD & RIFLE OUTFITTERS
Shane Evans
2120 Citron Street
Reno, Nevada 89512
buxndux123@aol.com

TRI STATE SURVEYING, LTD.
Lee H. Smithson, P.L.S.
1925 E. Prater Way
Sparks, Nevada 89118
lsmithson@tristateltd.com

INTERNATIONAL LINING TECHNOLOGY
Michael Salley
850 Maestro Drive, Ste 101
Reno, Nevada 89511
michael@intlining.com

RAYMOND & JANET JOSEPH
155 Pioche Road
Reno, Nevada 89510

LARRY FRUGOLI, DMD
1010 Caughlin Crossing
Reno, NV 89509
larry@drfrugoli.com

Mason Valley

turning
Hunt Club

1981-2014

CLARIFICATION OF “SPECIAL” BIG GAME TAGS
By Larry Johnson

This article attempts to clarify the
differences between “Special” big game
tags offered by the Nevada Department
of Wildlife. There are essentially three
distinct groups of these special tags:
1. Heritage (aka Governor’s) Tags and Silver State Tags
2. Partnership in Wildlife (PIW) and Dream Tags
3. Landowner Tags
Heritage and Silver State Tags
Both of these tags are available to residents and nonresidents
and have a special extended season in which tag holders can
utilize any weapon of preference any time in management areas
that are open anywhere in the state for that species. These are
the Grand Daddy of all tags!
Heritage tags are auctioned off each year by various vendors at
fundraising banquets. Vendors must submit proposals to NDOW
and tag award to vendors is made by the Wildlife Commission.
The vendors receive no commission so that all monies from the
high bidder are transferred directly to the Heritage account of
NDOW. I believe our NBU record for the highest price bid for a
Heritage Tag is a whopping $120,000 for a desert sheep tag. We
may not get to keep any of the money, but it sure is exciting!

year. You must first purchase a $10.00 Resource Enhancement
Stamp to “Buy-in” to the raffle; then you can purchase any
number of tickets for each species for $5.00 each. Dream tags
are available for Mule Deer, Antelope, Elk, California Bighorn, and
Desert Bighorn. Both residents and nonresidents may participate.
Landowner (Deer & Antelope Damage Compensation and
Landowner Elk Incentive) Tags
These tags are authorized by the State Legislature and are
awarded to landowners in an attempt to encourage tolerance for
wildlife occupying private agricultural or range lands. Deer and
antelope Damage Compensation tags are awarded for each 50
animals utilizing cultivated crops. Elk incentive tags are awarded
by a formula (number of elk for duration of days) for elk residing
on private rangeland. Elk damage to cultivated crops, haystacks,
fencing, etc. is compensated by cash reimbursement in a program
also mandated by the State Legislature funded by the $5.00 elk
tag application fee, not by a landowner tag program.
To be awarded these tags, the affected landowner must contact
NDOW and allow inspection and counting of animals. If awarded,
the landowner may personally use, give, donate, trade, or sell the
tag. Landowner tags are only available for Mule deer, Antelope,
and Elk and can be issued to either residents or nonresidents..

Silver State tags are applied for and awarded during the regular
big-game draw in May of each year. For a non-refundable
application fee of $25.00 ($30.00 for elk) and regular tag fee,
you have the same tag as is auctioned off for tens of thousand of
dollars! In hunting circles the Silver State Tag is referred to as the
“Poor Man’s Governor’s Tag”. Silver State Tags are available for
Mule Deer, Antelope, Elk, and Desert Bighorn.

Sitka
clothing
Blackjack into gear
| insulRaffle
ation | sof t shell | hard shell

Nevada
Bighorns
Unlimited

ne x t-to-sk in
Partnership in Wildlife (PIW) and Dream Tags
These tags are for any management unit where there is an
Play
a
hand
of
21
for
chances
at
winning
a
he adwe ar | handwe ar | packsopen season for the particular species, but is a stratified hunt in

Yerington, NV

Sitka Outdoor Clothing System

www.masonvalleyhuntclub.com
Tony Reviglio (775) 741-4447
Marty Howard (775) 722-4163
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that the tag holder must use a bow during open archery season;
muzzleloader during open muzzleloader season; and any legal
weapon only during seasons and in management areas allowing
any legal weapons.
PIW tags are applied for and awarded during the regular big
game tag drawings each May. The tag fee donation is $10
for each species applied for, plus the regular tag fee if you are
successful. PIW tags are available for Mule Deer (both resident
and nonresident), and Antelope, Elk, Mountain Goat, California
Bighorn, and Desert Bighorn (resident only).
Dream tags are awarded by a raffle that is drawn in June of each

sitk agear.com | 877.sitk a.gr
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Partners in
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NEWS FROM THE NEVADA DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE
By Aaron Meier

His tireless efforts have apparently not gone unnoticed as
Espinosa was awarded the Raymond F. Dasmann Award for
the Professional of the Year from the Wildlife Society – Western
Section. The award was part of the Wildlife Society – Western
Section Annual Conference held in Reno Jan. 29-31 in Reno.
“Obviously you don’t go into wildlife biology for awards,” said
Espinosa. “I got into this field because I have a passion for this
work. That being said, it is definitely rewarding to have your hard
work recognized by your peers. To be recognized by the Western
Section of The Wildlife Society, which embodies objectivity and
professionalism in the wildlife conservation and management
field, is truly an honor. The award is given to a professional
who develops, applies, administers or completes an especially
significant program of management, education, research or
communications that results in an outstanding contribution to
wildlife resources in the Western Section geographic area. The
Western Section of The Wildlife Society is comprised of over
1,000 wildlife managers, biologists, ecologists, and students from
California, Nevada, Hawaii, and Guam who are all devoted to the
sustainable conservation of wildlife in the western United States.
“Shawn epitomizes the dedication and passion that our biologists
bring to work day in and day out, “said Tony Wasley, Director for
NDOW.
Espinosa was also named the Employee of the Year for NDOW
in 2013. Over the past 20 years he has dedicated himself to
NDOW in nearly every aspect. He worked as a member of the
stream survey crew for the Fisheries Division; a game warden in
southern Nevada; a Habitat Biologist as a member of the Nevada
Tahoe Resource Team focused on implementation of the Lake
Tahoe Environmental Improvement Program; four years as the
wildlife staff specialist specifically responsible for Greater Sagegrouse (GSG) conservation planning efforts in Nevada; and the
last seven years as a wildlife staff specialist, responsible for the
Upland Game Program for NDOW that includes being the lead
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biologist for both the Bi-state Sage-grouse Distinct Population
Segment (DPS) and GSG program.
His nomination form states “Greater sage-grouse conservation
in the west and the controversy over the pending listing decision
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) is one of the
most significant wildlife conversation issues of our generation.
Over the last decade that the GSG issue has grown to become a
national focus, Shawn has distinguished himself as a leader and
a subject matter expert, not only in Nevada and the Great Basin,
but nationally as well. He has done this with intellect, poise and
professionalism.”
The Nevada Department of
Wildlife (NDOW) protects,
restores and manages fish and
wildlife, and promotes fishing,
hunting, and boating safety.
NDOW’s wildlife and habitat
conservation efforts are primarily
funded by sportsmen’s license
and conservation fees and a
federal surcharge on hunting and
fishing gear. Support wildlife and habitat
conservation in Nevada by purchasing a
hunting, fishing or combination license. Find us on
Facebook, Twitter or visit us at www.ndow.org.
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Game Biologist Named Professional of the Year
If you were able to stop by the
Nevada Department of Wildlife
headquarters office in Reno in the
early morning hours before the
doors open to the public at 8 a.m.
you would most likely find Shawn
Espinosa, wildlife staff specialist
responsible for the Upland Game
Program, at his desk. The same
would be true if you poked your head
in his door well after closing. After
a while you would have to wonder,
“Does this guy ever go home?”

NBU GRATEFULLY
ACKNOWLEDGES
CABELA’S AS A 33rd
ANNUAL BANQUET
SPONSOR

1981-2014
Yeti
Cooler
Raffle

Three Yeti coolers stuffed with Cabela’s gear.
Winning ticket holders will select from the four
coolers in the order their tickets are drawn.
At Cabela’s, our outdoor experts put our gear
to the test every chance they get. From hunting
and fishing to camping and hiking, Cabela’s
Outfitters do it all. And they are happy to share
the knowledge they gain in the great outdoors
with everyone who walks through the doors of a
Cabela’s store.

FREESHIPPING
TO STORE • EVERY DAY

cabelas.com/pickup

Visit us in Reno!
Cabela’s
Reno, NV
775.829.4100
Monday - Friday: 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Saturdays: 8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday: 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Visit cabelas.com/reno for complete store details.
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Thank You to all the Volunteers that came out and helped with the
California Bighorn Sheep Translocation on January 18th!
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Photography by NBU Directors Tom Pellett and Chris Cefalu – Thanks guys!

DOUBLE LUCKY – WHAT ARE THE ODDS?
By Dave Keller

Hey, stop the truck! I’ve got three bars.
My perennial Memorial Day camping buddy, Reed, and I were
heading south on the road between Ione and Berlin. We and our
wives were having a wonderful time exploring Grantsville, Ione,
and the Reese River Valley, but, like every other year, we knew
the big game draw results were to be posted that day and we
were in the middle of nowhere Nevada without cell service. In
past years we’ve driven forty miles to get to the top of one peak or
another to make a call and get the news but, today, we might get
lucky right here.
Reed jumped in the bed of my truck, climbed up on the toolbox
and transformed himself into a six-foot four antenna. Then he
went to work on his Smart Phone. It was painstakingly slow.
He would bring up HuntNevada.org, select the Successful list,
get half way to one of our names then lose the signal. Finally,
with big fingers working a small screen and even smaller text he
managed to find his results. “Darn it!“, he said, “ I didn’t draw a
deer tag in the area I wanted but it looks like I drew an archery
cow elk and a buck deer tag in Area 11 .” I congratulated him
(briefly) then begged, “Please try to look me up.”
Back to work, he went, on the tiny screen. It took forever! An old
guy like me can only hold his breath so long; I was liable to pass
out before I got any news.
Like so many other Nevada hunters, I look forward to this day
like no other. It’s one of my favorite times of the year. The
anticipation mounts until we’re all ready to burst. Then, there they
are - The Results! Everybody gets on the computer, checks
their name, the names of family and friends and even the names
of the guys we’re secretly jealous of. Then come the phone calls
of congratulations and the planning of the hunts. It’s just great!
Invariably, though, either I or someone I know is struck with what
I refer to as “The Curse of The Tags”. That is, either they draw
nothing or they draw so many tags that there’s no way they can
possibly manage to hunt them all. I’ve been party to the former
but never to the later. Hmmm, was that about to change?
Finally, Reed got through to my name. “Hey, DK. It looks like you
drew a late season Antelope tag, and, let’s see, …… a muzzle
cow tag and, what’s this?, …….. a NELSON BIGHORN SHEEP
TAG in Area 206!”
I was jumping for joy. My first ever Nevada sheep tag and,
better yet, in an area where I’ve volunteered my time with NBU.
I couldn’t have been happier! Well, maybe I could. We’re not
finished yet, are we?
Over the course of the next hour or so Reed went through his
family members with some highs and a few lows then he asked
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Photography by Andy Stinson

me if I wanted to check on my family. My son, Austin, drew a
rifle buck tag. Great! Then Reed asked, “You want me to look up
Mac?”
“I know it’s taking forever, but if you don’t mind, that would be
swell,” I replied.
Mac is my son-in-law. His full name is Joe Mac Sellers but we
just call him Mac to avoid confusing him with his dad, Coach Joe
Mac Sellers. Joe (Coach) and I are fortunate enough to share
three grandchildren and we try to take them on as many hunting,
fishing and NBU guzzler-build trips we can.
Finally, Reed says, “Hey, Joe M Sellers also drew a Nelson tag.
But, is that Mac or his dad?”
It had to be Mac! Coach drew a Nelson tag in 2011. “What area,
Reed?”
Reed scrolls over and shouts, “It’s also in 206!”
You’ve got to be kidding. We all know the odds of drawing a
DBHS tag in Nevada but what are the odds of two members of
the same family drawing the same tag, in the same area, in the
same year? And on top of that, they only issued four tags in Area
206-208 and we have half of them! We just won the lottery!!
Needless to say, when I finally got cell service near Fallon, my
phone was full of messages from friends and family congratulating
(and sometimes jabbing) me on my luck. Also, there were several
voice and text messages from Mac who, naturally, was beside
himself with joy and anxious to start scouting as soon as we
could.
A couple of weeks later Mac and I loaded up his three kids,
Colton, Jackson, MacKenzie Jo and my grandson Landen and
off we went to learn the area and, hopefully, spot some sheep.
Even though, we were armed with all the NDOW stats we could
find, good maps, the new “Guzzler Book” and personal intell from
Mel Belding, Andy Stinson and Coach Sellers we knew we had to
learn the area for ourselves.
A big treat for us over the years has been to stop at S’Socorro’S
Burger Hut in Mina whenever passing through for her delicious
hand-made cheese burgers and milk shakes. We called in our
order from Hawthorne and, sure enough, our lunch was ready
when we arrived. After treating ourselves and the kids to the
best cheese burgers in Nevada we made camp at the mouth of
Silver Dyke Canyon later that afternoon. I couldn’t help saying to
myself, “It’s only June and we’re already having a blast!”
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On that first scouting trip we learned the roads, found the
guzzlers, shot .22’s, explored the mines and, yes, we spotted
sheep. About fifty-two of them, but no rams! Later, Andy Stinson
informed us that the rams were hanging together high in the trees
and using the springs on the north side of Thunder Mountain.
We’d scout that area next time.

preparing one of her fantastic dinners. We were sharing our intell
over pre-dinner cocktails and making our plans but something
wasn’t right. It was getting dark and Mike wasn’t back. That’s not
like Mike, something had to be wrong. Steve and I downed our
dinner too quickly to really enjoy it then jumped in the truck and
headed out in the direction of Marietta to search for Mike.

In August Mac and I attended the Mineral County Sportsmen’s
Club sheep banquet. As you would expect in a small Nevada
town the people were fantastic. Not only were they friendly, but,
when they learned we drew sheep tags in their backyard they
were quick to offer advice, share their knowledge of the area and
agree to help us if need be. The banquet was fun and profitable.
The Club, I’m told, was able to make a healthy donation to further
the NDOW/NBU cause. That’s what it’s all about and we look
forward to attending again next year.

Just as our headlights broke over the rim of Marietta valley we
caught a faint series of flashing lights on the valley floor. A few
minutes later we were happy to find Mike and his new pick-up
with a dead battery. A quick jumpstart and we were headed back
to camp and Charlotte’s cooking. Luckily, Mike told us where
he was going and that’s where he went! It turned out to be just
another adventure to share around the campfire. That night it
rained like crazy and the wind nearly blew the wall tent down.
Opening day began soggy and socked-in. The plan was for
Austin and I to go back through Mina, drive to White Rock Spring
near Camp Douglas then hike up and over the top of Thunder
Mountain and hunt the south face where we had repeatedly seen
some nice rams. Steve would glass from the south while Mike
went to Hawthorne for a new battery.

The next day Mac and I explored the Camp Douglas side of
Thunder Mtn. We found the springs, figured out the connecting
roads and saw a lot of sheep sign but we didn’t see any sheep.
We left for home a little disappointed but knew everything could,
and likely would, change by the start of the season in November.
Scouting time then became pretty scarce. Mac, following his
dad’s footsteps, is a high school football coach and his plate is
completely full from mid-August to mid-November. I had a cow
elk and a buck antelope tag to fill and I spent the better part of
September and the first two weeks of October doing so.
My hunting partner and good friend Steve Albert joined me for
three days of scouting in late October. Steve is a retired NDOW
Game Warden who began his career in Southern Nevada where,
he says, he would sometimes glass all day to find one or two
sheep. He was expecting the same results on this trip. Boy, was
he (and I) in for a surprise! Over the course of three days we
saw approximately seventy-six sheep and a third of them were
mature rams! They were everywhere we went. We saw them
at Defender, at Marietta, Moho Mtn., in Silver Dyke and all over
Thunder Mtn. We took lots of photos through our spotting scopes
and I couldn’t wait to fill Mac in with the good news.
The season would start on Wednesday, November 20. I could be
there for the opener but Mac would not be able to start hunting
until the following Saturday. My wife, Charlotte, my son, Austin,
friends Mike Robbins, Steve Albert and I made camp on Monday,
November 18, on the valley floor west of Sodaville. From this
location we had easy access back to the highway and to every
other spot we hoped to hunt.
On Tuesday we set out in different directions to spend the day
glassing in hopes of spotting a ram for opening day. Late in the
day Steve, Austin and I met back at camp where Charlotte was
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Austin and I made good time despite the wet, slick rocks, patches
of snow and the constant fogging of my glasses. “Hey, it sure
looks different from this side of the mountain”, I said to Austin as
if he hadn’t ever heard that before. The fog didn’t help either but
eventually we got our bearings and started side-hilling counterclockwise to the face we wanted to hunt. I was being careful with
the placement of my feet and not checking my surroundings like
I should have been. We were in the trees for crying out loud, the
sheep won’t be in the trees, right? Well, that’s what I thought until
a pebble hit me in the back and I turned to see Austin pointing
down and to the right at a group of six rams about two hundred
and twenty yards out. Right in the thick of the trees!

They were all bunched up but only one was looking our way. He
continued to stare in our direction but it was clear he couldn’t quite
make us out. Austin held his position while I carefully slid down
into a tight ravine where I could close some distance under cover
of the ridge running between us and the rams. I slowly broke over
a rock outcropping and had a good view of the rams which were
now about one hundred-sixty yards away. It was a lousy position
to shoot from. I was all twisted up in the wrong direction and
couldn’t get steady. I had to find a better spot.
I carefully backed out and circled left around the rocks. Much
better! The rams were still there, standing like statues. I had
plenty of time to compare them to one-another. Two stood out,
the one staring up at Austin and one standing alone, up and to the
right of the others. The ram up and to the right looked to be about
eight years old and appeared heavier than the other, but the other
was longer. Hmmm, which one???
I had the whole
season, if need be. I
swore I wasn’t going
to shoot a ram on
opening day. But,
there I was, one
hundred-sixty yards
away, a good rest,
the rifle my dad gave
me in 1964 for my
first deer hunt, six
beautiful rams and my
youngest son there to
help. BANG –WHOP!!
Then they all huddled
behind the nearest
tree and just stood there. What the…?
Austin made his way down to me and, together, we watched for
what seemed like forever. The rams eventually stepped from
behind the tree and started moving to the left but stopped after
a few yards, right in the open. I was sure the one I hit was the
last of the bunch but there was no way I would fire again until I
was positive. Then, he put his head down and stumbled, almost
falling to the ground. Two quick, accurate shots later and he was
mine. At last, my dream of harvesting a Desert Bighorn had been
accomplished, a beautiful trophy that will live with respect, forever
on my wall.
It’s always bitter-sweet walking upon a glorious animal who’s life
I had just taken. Maybe I’m getting soft, but this isn’t getting any
easier. I took a moment and I did my best to make peace with
him before setting out to the task at hand.

Gee, this is a steep hillside! Loose, too! We had one hell of a
time keeping him from rolling down the mountain as we caped
and boned him but we managed to do a good job, kept the meat
clean and the hide without too many extra holes. Then, the real
work began! There was no way we were going back the way we
had come. We had only one choice and that was downhill from
the head of Silver Dyke, through the old mines and to the road. It
was slow, the packs were heavy and my old knees were killing me
but we made it out in under two hours. Good thing, that night a
blizzard blew in.
The next day I made a quick round trip home. I stopped by the
NDOW office in Fallon to have may ram checked and scored.
Luckily, Jason Salisbury was in the office and, being the biologist
for Area 206, he was eager to hear about all the sheep I had
seen. My ram scored 152 5/8” and Jason put him at eight, maybe
nine years of age. He had good mass but was a little short so
I lost a few inches. Hey, I’m tickled pink, he’s beautiful!! After
Fallon it was on to Reno and my
taxidermist.
Mac, his wife (our daughter) Stacey,
their three kids, Mac’s brother, Luke,
with two of his boys, Coach Joe and
our friend Steve Carmella and his
son all arrived on Friday. By the time
everyone was settled in it looked like
a small town out there.
Mac’s plan was to have everyone
scatter out on Saturday morning,
glass hard and go from there. Andy
Stinson pulled into camp from
Hawthorne before daylight, teamedup with Joe and the two of them
headed out. Luke and Steve went off together, Austin hunted with
Mac and I spent the day scouting with grandsons Colton and
Jackson. A lot of sheep were spotted that day but none were
worth going after.
Word had it that a big ram was hanging out west of Marietta near
the Defender Mine so we decided to all travel in that direction on
Sunday, surround the mountain and see if we could find him. The
first half of the day was pretty disappointing with very few sheep
being spotted. About noon, though, Steve and Luke advised us
they were looking at a bunch of sheep with a nice ram way up on
top in the trees. A plan was quickly made and Mac and Austin
took off on foot. They hunted until dark, saw a few sheep but
never caught-up with the big ram.
Monday was a beautiful day. The storm and cold weather had
passed. Right out of camp I spotted several rams near the top
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of Thunder Mountain. We all stopped to glass and decide if any
were worth the hump it would take to get up there. While we
were hashing it out, Steve Carmella spotted a big ram with ewes
on the west wall of Storm Canyon (they call it Storm Canyon
for a reason, it’s steep, rugged, washed-out hell!). The sheep
were working their way down into the canyon so Mac and Austin
decided to, once again, hustle off on foot in hopes of intercepting
them. It turned into an all-day, brutal march. By the time they
gave up the chase, they were miles from the truck, tired and
sore. They saw the sheep again but were never able to get close
enough for a shot.
Mac wanted to give Defender another try so on Tuesday
everyone, with the exception of me and the girls, took off in that
direction. As luck would have it, soon after they all left camp I
spotted eleven rams up on Thunder but I had no way to tell Mac.
At the end of the day the hunters returned with stories of few
sheep, no rams and a day spent looking for Tucker, Mac’s yellow
lab, who, unbeknownst to anyone, had chased the quads for five
and one-half miles.
Wednesday was the day before Thanksgiving. Austin drove to
Reno to pick up his son, Landen, and his brother (my son) Jerod
who would be in camp for the long weekend. The ladies went
to Hawthorne for last-minute Holiday food and trimmings. Mac,
Luke, Joe and I decided to stay close to camp and hunt the Silver
Dyke and Thunder Mountain area. Before long, we spotted a
nice ram low on Thunder. The wind was blowing pretty hard and
keeping the glass steady was difficult. The ram and his small
band fed into a pocket we couldn’t see into so Mac and Luke went
for a hike in hopes of gaining some elevation and better vantage
point. The wind was completely wrong and any move on this ram
would be difficult and risky.
While they were contemplating their next move, Luke happened
to spot a band of sheep moving through the trees on the west
side of Silver Dyke Canyon. The sheep were moving fast and
didn’t give the hunters much time for evaluation. Mac and Luke
met back with Joe and I and told us they were going to hike up
Silver Dyke and attempt to get another look at those sheep before
making a move on the ram we had been watching on Thunder.
Joe and I split up so we could keep watch on Thunder should the
ram go on the move. Before long I thought I heard a shot, then
another but I couldn’t be sure if they were gunshots or the mine
blasting we’d been hearing for days so I stayed put. Pretty soon,
here comes Joe down the road with news that Mac had a “Ram
Down”!

too far to the right and out of sight but then reversed direction and
came back into view directly above the hunters. Luke sized them
up fast and told Mac to take the third ram back. Mac asked Luke,
“What about the ram on the skyline?” Luke took a quick look then
FIRMLY stated, “No! Take the third one back.” BANG – SWACK!
The ram moved a few yards then Mac gave him another one
through the lungs (it turned out that Mac’s shots were only about
two inches apart). Mac had his Ram!
Joe and I had one hell of a time getting up to the boys. But, once
we did, a great round of photos were taken with Mac, Luke, Joe,
myself and Mac’s beautiful ram. Then, once again, the work
began. It seemed like it took forever to process Mac’s ram on
that steep, loose, nasty hillside but, eventually, we did and the
knee busting trek back to the quads began. We made it! Thank
goodness Joe and I brought trekking poles!!
Back at camp we rough scored Mac’s ram at 162” and change.
What a beauty. A now, with the hunting done, we could all
concentrate on tomorrow’s Thanksgiving dinner.
Early Thursday morning Austin, Landen and Jerod (Uncle Bubba)
arrived at camp. They were very happy for Mac but a little
bummed they missed the experience. They were not bummed
for long though because we put them to work on preparing and
cooking the two twelve pound turkeys in the Big Easy cookers.
The girls prepared several side dishes including green bean
casserole, candied yams, mashed potatoes with gravy, stuffing
and salad.
Thanksgiving dinner in a wall tent was the perfect ending to a
great hunt. Joe had two of his sons, daughter-in-law, Stacey, and
five grandchildren present. Charlotte and I had our whole family
including all four of our grandchildren. It just doesn’t get any
better than that. Unforgettable, that’s for sure!
Mac checked his ram into the Reno NDOW office where, to his
surprise, it scored 164 5/8”. Luke was right when he said, “No
Mac, take the third one back!”
This dream adventure would never have been possible if not
for all the hard work and dedication of the staff and members of
NDOW and NBU. I can’t thank all of you enough.

Mac and Luke had hiked past the first buildings in Silver Dyke
then up the first canyon to the west. They had only gone about
two hundred yards when they spotted several sheep in the trees
above them. As quickly as they could, they started up the steep
hill in hopes of cutting the distance and gaining elevation. The
sheep were moving back and forth through the trees harassing a
ewe and fighting one-another for rights to her. The band moved
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A YEAR TO REMEMBER…

1981-2014
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Rafﬂe tickets purchased for a chance to win a
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Walk-Around
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as a 32nd annual Banquet sponsor

By Kevin Moore

2013 will never be forgotten in the eyes on the Moore family. What
a year it was. It all started when I received a phone call from my
good friend Bill Balsi Jr. the day that the tags were posted online.
He asked me if I was sitting down and told me that I had drawn
a California Bighorn Sheep tag in Unit 034 and that my wife Lisa
had drawn an Elk tag as well. My daughter Madison did not draw.
However, at the NBU dinner I was the lucky bidder on an Alabama
Whitetail Hunt, so I knew Madison would get to hunt even though
she did not draw. I have been putting in for a sheep for
32 years and I knew one day that I would draw; to be

honest I
thought
that it
would be
a Desert
tag not
a California. I called a good friend a guide, Tony Debold from
Gerlach Nevada to help me on my once in a life time hunt. I
also asked Bill Balsi Jr. and John Oppio to come as well as they
are both great sheep hunters. I was able to bring my daughter
Madison because her school had not started yet and my wife
Lisa on the hunt as well. After a summer of shooting my gun and
getting into shape the day was finally here and we headed out for
my sheep hunt. We scouted the day before the season and Bill
had already found some sheep. The next morning was opening
day and we started out early to walk up towards where the sheep
were spotted the day before. Myself, my daughter who is thirteen,
Bill, and Tony headed up the mountain. My wife Lisa and John
stayed behind in case we needed to be picked up on the other
end of the range. We had been walking for about an hour when
we stopped to rest and glass for a bit. Bill spotted some sheep
about a mile away on top of the mountain. We sat there for a
minute trying to put a plan together to go get a closer look at the
sheep when Bill looked up and said “Now everyone don’t move
we have a nice ram walking right towards us.” We were in a rock
pile so we were well hidden. The ram fed for awhile and laid down
320 yards up the hill from us. We were able to get a great look at
him and watched him for the next five hours. We thought that he

was a 150 class ram and about seven to seven and a half years
old. My daughter loves to hunt and loves the outdoors. I really
wanted to harvest my first ram with my daughter by my side. She
only had opening day and half of the next day to hunt before she
had to leave to start the new school year. The decision was made;
I was going to take the ram the next time that he stood up. I had
a good rest so I got set up; the ram was 320 yards straight up
hill. The ram stood up, my daughter by my side, Bill watching in
the scope, Tony just below me. I never
felt the gun go off and the ram went
right down. Bill said that I had hit him
perfect. There were hugs, high fives,
and some tears as well. The feeling
was like no other. Thirty two years to
draw a once in a life time tag. With
great friends and my family there to
share this with me made it all the more
special. John and my wife saw the
whole show from the spotting scopes
from the truck. It was just one of those
hunts where everything was perfect.
I would like to thank Tony Debold, Bill
Balsi Jr., John Oppio, my wife Lisa,
and my daughter Madison for all being there with me. I would also
like to thank everyone involved with NBU for all of the work that
they do to make hunts like mine possible.
Next on the agenda was my wife’s elk hunt. All of my other friends
had drawn tags as well so I knew this one would be Lisa and I. I
called Keith Montes of Nevada High Ridge Outfitters to take Lisa
on her elk hunt. Lisa has been putting in for over 20 years and
finally drew her elk. Last year my daughter drew an antelope
tag, her first tag ever. First time she put in and drew area out of
Lovelock, unfortunately Lisa’s mom was very sick with cancer
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limited edition
and passed
right before
Madison’s
antelope hunt.
I did not know
that area
and had no
time to scout.
A friend of
mine knew that we were going through tough times so he gave
me Keith’s number. I called him and explained the situation to
him, he told me to bring my daughter out and he would take her
antelope hunting. He did and she got a great antelope. That is
how I found Keith at Nevada High Ridge Outfitters. They did such
a great job with my daughter that I knew it would be the right
choice for Lisa and her elk hunt. After Lisa started shooting and
getting in shape the day finally came and we were off to Wells
Nevada to meet Keith for my wife’s elk hunt. Lisa and I hunted
with two sub guides. John and Bing, they are great guys. Keith’s
daughter also had an elk tag in the same area. We saw lots of
elk in the beginning of day one, later in the afternoon Lisa and I
stayed with Bing while John decided to go out and look for more
elk. Later that night back in the hotel in Wells John said that he
had found a nice bull that he thought we could get on. So, we left
early the next morning with John ahead of us. Bing and I were
talking on the way out to meet John and missed the turn off from
the highway. We knew we were in the wrong spot when we saw
the Contact sign so we had to turn around and ended up about
forty five minutes late meeting John. As luck would have it John
had been watching the bull that he had spotted the night before,
feeding all morning until we had met up with him. We started to
put a game plan together to try to make a play on
the bull. Bing stayed and watched . John, Lisa, and
I started our long stalk to the bull. There were a total
of three bulls. The wind was in our face and we had
to walk through some thick trees. We hoped that
we would not bump other elk. After three hours of
walking we got to the place where John had seen
the elk feeding that morning. The elk went back into
the trees and bedded down; we spotted one lying
down but could only see the horns. We were four
hundred yards from where the elk was feeding that
morning. Lisa just did not feel comfortable with the
shot from there so we had to get closer. There was
a small group of trees that we had to get to so that
she could get a better shot. So we gambled and the gamble paid
off, after walking very slow and even some crawling Lisa was set
up. John heard the bulls fighting below us .Then we saw the big
bull feeding to us. Lisa was one hundred yards and had a great
shot. As soon as the bull turned broadside she shot, the elk just
stood there. John very calm said “shoot again.” She did, again
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the elk just stood there. He told her “shoot again, shoot again!”
The bull then went down. Lisa hit that bull four times behind the
shoulder. They were great shots with a 300 Winchester Magnum.
If I had not seen it I would have never believed it. It was an
incredible stock and a great hunt. Bing came up and we took that
bull out that night. It was a beautiful 6 point bull about a 325 class.
Lisa was very
happy. I want
to thank John,
Bing, and Keith
for being a part
of that hunt.
So then we
were all off to
Alabama for
my daughters
Whitetail hunt.
We flew into
Birmingham
and Cameron
from Magnolia
Lodge picked us up. The next morning Cameron took us over to
the shooting house and we sat and watched the country. It is so
thick it is unreal. A doe and a fawn walked out and fed in a field
that we were hunting, about 150 yards from us. You can shoot a
doe but only if it is a lone doe without a fawn so we just waited.
They fed for awhile and went back into the woods. It was about
nine am now and at the very bottom of the field out walked a lone
deer. Madison asked “Can I just take that one?” and I said yes.
The shot was two hundred and fifty three yards; she found the
deer in the scope and told me she
was on the deer. She shot and
the deer went right down. A great
shot! It turned out it is a small
buck called a Button Buck. That
was Madison’s first deer ever and
she was very happy. We had two
more days to hunt but did not see
another legal deer. The hunting
was tough but we had a ball. I
went back to the lodge in January
and got a really nice Whitetail
Buck.
To sum it up our 2013 year was over the top. I got my first sheep
and whitetale deer. My wife shot a great bull and my daughter
got her first deer. You know, you don’t always have to harvest the
biggest animals to have the best time. All of the animals that we
harvested will create memories of a life time and 2013 will never
be forgotten.

at our banquet
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OPEN SPACE,
OPEN ARCHITECTURE,
OPEN OPPORTUNITY

EXPERIENCE IN PERSON WEALTH
COACHINGWITH PURPOSE

Living a life that embodies your values while investing in
what’s important to you is critical to those who strive to live
well, but with balance and purpose.
As wild sheep advocates and conservationists at heart, NBU Members
and their families seek to sustain the irreplaceable sheep populations
and heritage of preservation that exist in the mountains of Nevada.

By Kim Toulouse

Brian Elmore Wins 2013 Wayne E. Kirch Wildlife
Conservation Award
Brian Elmore of Fallon,
Nevada, has won the
Nevada Board of Wildlife
Commissioner’s 2013
Wayne E. Kirch Wildlife
Conservation award.
Elmore’s commitment
to Nevada’s wildlife
resources will be
recognized during the
March Nevada Board of
Wildlife Commissioner’s
meeting in Reno, where
he will receive the
award.

Kyle M. Meintzer, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNERTM
Practitioner shares this commitment and heritage. As a Gold Ram Life
Member and a Gold Level Banquet Sponsor, he sees the importance of
aligning personal passion with financial independence. For over thirtyseven years he has helped guide conservation-minded families and
business owners through the varied challenges of wealth accumulation,
business succession, retirement, estate and legacy planning. He has
utilized his extensive experience to uncover untapped financial
opportunities on his clients’ behalf, while still tackling the challenges
that could lie ahead.

In his nomination form members of Nevada Bighorns UnlimitedMidas stated that Elmore has a “very impressive record of time
and commitment to Nevada’s wildlife.” While his primary focus in
2013 was on sage-grouse in the western portion of Elko County,
Elmore also participates in a variety of other projects and works
as a member of NBU-Midas. He has “inspired and informed his
fellow residents in Midas, and throughout Nevada to understand
the life cycle of sage-grouse, and enlisted their help on numerous
occasions” in conducting lek surveys, reseeding fire damaged
areas and other important work.

Life is long, but time is short in terms of financial gains and losses.
Decisions made today can impact options for the future. In today’s
economic environment qualified, in person guidance can be the key to
success. If you are prepared to work with a wealth counselor that
understands you and your priorities call Kyle M. Meintzer, CFP® to set
up your complimentary consultation.

In the summer of 2012 the Willow Creek Fire scorched tens of
thousands of acres of some of the most significant sage-grouse
habitat in Nevada. In 2013 Elmore organized and led a group of
volunteers in spending an entire day reseeding this massive fire
scar.

In acknowledgement of his ongoing support and belief in NBU’s mission and members he is
extending a 10% discount to all documented NBU Member families. Call 775.657.8529 today to
learn more or visit www.heritageworthpreserving.com

Elmore has also participated in a variety of other projects such as
water developments, bighorn sheep and pronghorn captures and
is willing to assist the Nevada Department of Wildlife whenever
the call for help is made.

KYLE M. MEINTZER, CFP®

Lincoln Financial Advisors
14310 Quail Ravine Court
Reno, NV 89511-6765
phone: 775. 657. 8529
kyle.meintzer@lfg.com
CA Insurance License#0552192
Securities and investment advisory services offered through Lincoln Financial Advisors Corp., a broker/dealer (member SIPC) and registered investment advisor. In
CA, insurance offered through Lincoln Marketing and Insurance Agency, LLC and Lincoln Associates Insurance Agency, Inc. and other fine companies . In NV,
insurance offered through Lincoln affiliates and other fine companies. Lincoln Financial Group is the marketing name for Lincoln National Corp., and its affiliates. Not
licensed to conduct business in all states. Not to be considered a solicitation in those states in which I am not licensed. CRN201211-2074361
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“It is an honor to share my time with what I consider extended
family on these many projects,” said Elmore. He added that he
looks forward every spring to returning to Midas and conducting
sage-grouse lek counts. He includes area residents, and invites
friends and family to participate in these very early morning forays
to find and count these magnificent birds.
Ken Gray, supervising Eastern Region Game Biologist says of
Elmore “his reliability, work ethic and detail to biological processes
have been instrumental in documenting the impacts of extensive
wildfires on the sage-grouse populations. We do not hesitate to

assign Brian to be one of the key members of our team.” Gray
also credits Elmore with assisting with ruffed grouse introductions,
California quail releases and big game disease testing projects.
Elmore says one of the factors that keeps him involved is the
way agency employees have made it easy for him to become
involved in the process. “It is easy to become involved, and to
stay involved because agency employees make you feel like you
are a valued member of the team, and that you are accomplishing
something important. I encourage anyone to get involved with the
Department’s volunteer program; it is a worthwhile way to give
back to our state’s most important natural resource; its wildlife.”
Elmore is 58 years old and has been a life-long resident of
Sparks and Reno. He is also a life-long outdoorsman and some
of his fondest memories are of family sage-grouse hunting
trips. He recently moved to Fallon, Nevada to be closer to his
granddaughters.

The Wayne E. Kirch Wildlife Conservation Award is given annually
to recipients who have demonstrated significant results towards
conservation, management or enhancement of wildlife. It is
named in memory of Wayne E. Kirch, who served on the Fish and
Game Commission for over 25 years, the longest tenure on the
board since its inception in 1877. Kirch, of Las Vegas, passed
away in 1989.
The Nevada Department of Wildlife (NDOW) protects, restores
and manages fish and wildlife, and
promotes fishing, hunting, and
boating safety. NDOW’s wildlife
and habitat conservation efforts are
primarily funded by sportsmen’s
license and conservation fees and
a federal surcharge on hunting and
fishing gear. Support wildlife and habitat
conservation in Nevada by purchasing a
hunting, fishing or combination license. Find us
on Facebook, Twitter or visit us at www.ndow.org.
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By Douglas Nielsen

Pathogens threaten Southern Nevada bighorn sheep
The Nevada Department of Wildlife has confirmed that the same
strain of Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae, the pathogen that led to a
pneumonia outbreak in the River Mountain herd of desert bighorn
sheep in August 2013, has been found in bighorn sheep herds
living in the Eldorado, McCullough and Spring Mountain ranges.
While this information alone was bad news for state wildlife
biologists, test results also confirmed that a second strain
of Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae is also present in the Spring
Mountain sheep herd. The same strain that led to a deadly
pneumonia outbreak among bighorn sheep in the Old Dad and
Marble Mountain ranges of California. That outbreak has led to
the death of bighorn sheep in those California ranges since it
began in spring 2013.
“This is a worst case scenario,” said Pat Cummings, wildlife
biologist for NDOW. “Given the geography between the Spring
Mountains and the outbreak area in California, we were
concerned this might be possible, especially with the ability
of bighorn rams to cover vast amounts of territory in their
wanderings. There is no way to limit these animals’ movements.”
In addition to confirming the presence of Mycoplasma
ovipneumoniae in the three ranges, NDOW also positively
identified one case of pneumonia. According to Dr. Peregrine
Wolff, the state wildlife veterinarian, testing efforts “confirmed
pneumonia in a lamb from the Eldorado Mountains. In September
we also confirmed pneumonia in a lamb from the River Mountain
herd.”

Mountains. Only one extremely sick bighorn sheep that was
captured in the Eldorado Mountains was necropsied, the others
all were tested using non-lethal means.

SILVER STATE NELSON DESERT
BIGHORN SHEEP TAG

“We are very concerned the Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae could
spread to other mountain ranges. The strain type is similar
between the River Mountains and the additional three ranges
that we tested. This likely occurred from infected sheep moving
between those ranges,” said Wolff.

SHEEP HUNTERS BONUS PACKAGE

Outdoor recreationists can help by letting NDOW know if they see
sick or dead bighorn sheep during their wanderings. Wolff said it
would be a big help if recreationists can take a picture and also
record their location with their phone or GPS unit. “This will allow
us to get back to that location,” she said.
The Nevada Department of Wildlife (NDOW) protects, restores
and manages fish and wildlife, and
promotes fishing, hunting, and
boating safety. NDOW’s wildlife
and habitat conservation efforts are
primarily funded by sportsmen’s
license and conservation fees and
a federal surcharge on hunting and
fishing gear. Support wildlife and habitat
conservation in Nevada by purchasing a
hunting, fishing or combination license. Find us
on Facebook, Twitter or visit us at www.ndow.org.

lupe gallegos &
hide n seek outfitters
&
mark lane &
white river guide service

Currently there is no means of medically treating infected animals
or inoculating those that are healthy. The next steps for NDOW
involve continued monitoring of the disease event’s effects on
the overall sheep population within the affected areas while also
seeking to identify the event’s geographic scope.
“As we learn more, we will also have to adjust our management
activities and conservation efforts,” Cummings said.
The pathogens’ discovery came about through testing conducted
by the Southern Nevada Bighorn Sheep Disease Investigation
Project, a partnership involving NDOW, the Fraternity of the
Desert Bighorn and the Wild Sheep Foundation. The partnership
was created to determine whether those pathogens known to
cause pneumonia in bighorn sheep are present in herds beyond
the River Mountains. Field observations and other available
information, including the results of fall 2013 aerial population
surveys, led project members to focus their efforts specifically on
the Eldorado, McCullough and Spring Mountain ranges.
In November, the partnership tested a total of 33 animals, 10
each in the Eldorado and McCullough ranges and 13 in the Spring
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Take it up a notch!

Join NBU as an Outfitter or
Corporate Member!

Browing X-Bolt
MINOX - 10x43
.300 WM Rifle with binoculars & 20-45x62
Zeiss 3x 4-12x42
Spotting Scope

FULLY DONATED
GUIDED SHEEP HUNT!!!

Every membership in Nevada Bighorns Unlimited helps
to re-establish, augment and maintain Nevada’s wildlife.
Outfitter Members and Corporate Members receive
a listing in each issue of the NBU Journal as well as
acknowledgement on the NBU-Reno website.
Consider supporting Nevada’s Wildlife
at these new membership levels.
~ Thank you! ~

What Hunt? Nelson (Desert) Bighorn Sheep Hunt 3300, Class: Any Ram Unit Group: Any management unit where there is
an open season for Nelson Desert Bighorn Sheep – except for Unit 253 which is closed (other limitations in other units apply).
Season Dates: July 1, 2014 to February 28, 2015 except for Unit 252, 280, 281, 282 which will be the season dates as established
by the Commission for Hunt 3151. Limit: One animal per tag. Any Legal weapon.

Applications may only be submitted electronically at www.huntnevada.com
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NEWS FROM THE NEVADA DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE
By Teresa Moiola

Wildlife Commission Sets 2014 Big Game Seasons
When the Nevada State Board of Wildlife Commissioners met
recently in Las Vegas, its members tackled an agenda that
included the establishment of big game hunting seasons for 2014
into 2015, including several “antlerless elk management” hunts
that allow for combination deer and cow elk tags, combination
bull elk and cow elk tags, spike elk hunts and Nevada’s fourth
bear hunt. Also on the agenda was the removal of fishing tackle
restrictions on certain spans of the Truckee River.
The commission approved many of the big game season dates as
recommended by the Nevada Department of Wildlife (NDOW) and
its members also opted to create the state’s first bighorn sheep
ewe hunts as a tool to assist in disease and density management
of this burgeoning species. In the past, sheep hunts have been
limited to rams.

Come One
Come all!
If you plan on joining us for our 34th annual
fundraising banquet scheduled for April 4th,
2014 and would like the opportunity to display
your trophy on our wall of heads, give us a call.
Simply bring us your mount, European mount,
or bare horns the day of the banquet (April 4th)
and we will make them available for all to see. A
Special at random raffle will be made available
to any youth (under 16) participants. If you have
questions or concerns please contact director
Tom Pellett through the information listed below.

See you April 4th 2014!

Phone: 775-690-9029
Email: tom@pellettconstruction.net
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“NDOW has done a remarkable job in establishing, maintaining
and growing bighorn sheep populations,” said Mike Cox, NDOW
big game biologist. “We have done so much work managing
sheep populations through trap and transplant projects, including
moving hundreds of sheep within Nevada, to other states like
Utah and even other countries such as Canada.”
Since bighorn sheep are extremely vulnerable to disease
outbreaks, it is essential for NDOW to manage herds to reduce
risks. The ewe hunts were established as an additional means to
achieve population objectives.
Some significant changes in elk management due to thriving elk
populations created new options for Nevada resident hunters that
offer combination tags. These tags include a combination antlered
deer and cow elk tags, and combination bull elk and cow elk tags
in certain hunt units only.
“Residents applying for antlered deer tags in certain units or bull
elk tags in certain units will have the opportunity to purchase an
additional cow elk tag if they are drawn for either,” said NDOW
Game Chief Larry Gilbertson. “These combination tags were
added to help manage elk populations that are above objectives
in particular areas.”
Paired hunts include; Antlerless Elk Management Any Legal
Weapon Hunt (4481) is paired with Antlered Mule Deer Any Legal
Weapon (1331) in certain units. Antlerless Elk Management
Muzzleloader Hunt (4476) is paired with Antlered Mule Deer
Muzzleloader (1371) in certain units. Antlerless Elk Management
Longbow Archery Hunt (4411) is paired with Antlered Mule
Deer Longbow Archery (1341) in certain units. Antlerless Elk
Management Any Legal Weapon Hunt (4481) is paired with
Antlered Elk Any Legal Weapon (4151) in certain units. Antlerless
Elk Management Muzzleloader Hunt (4476) is paired with

Antlered Elk Muzzleloader (4156) in certain units. Antlerless
Elk Management Longbow Archery Hunt (4411) is paired with
Antlered Elk Longbow Archery (4161) in certain units.
“The goal with adding these hunts as combination tags is to
increase elk harvest without increasing hunter congestion,” said
Gilbertson.
Applicants for these combination tags must opt for both tags
during their big game tag application process. The combination
tags are only open to Nevada residents. Full details on these
hunts and how to apply will be provided in NDOW’s Big Game
Seasons and Application Regulations guide published in early
March.
To further aid in dealing with the increasing elk population and
expansion of the elk herds that has occurred over the last few
years, the Commission added spike elk hunts including Spike
Any Legal Weapon Hunt (4651) and Spike Longbow Archery Hunt
(4641). These spike hunts allow for additional elk management
without targeting the older age classes of bull elk.
In addition to other big game season dates, the Wildlife
Commission approved those for Nevada’s fourth black bear hunt.
The Commission also took action to remove fishing tackle
restrictions from certain parts of the Truckee River. Previously,
the Truckee River and diversion ditches and tributaries above
the I-80 bridge which is upstream from the Crystal Peak Park to
the California state line were restricted to only artificial lures with
single barbless hooks.
The removal of these restrictions allows for those areas of the
Truckee River to fall under bait and tackle regulations pertaining
to most of the Truckee River. This will become effective after
approval by the Legislative Commission.
The Nevada Department of Wildlife (NDOW) protects, restores
and manages fish and wildlife,
and promotes fishing, hunting,
and boating safety. NDOW’s
wildlife and habitat conservation
efforts are primarily funded
by sportsmen’s license and
conservation fees and a federal
surcharge on hunting and
fishing gear. Support wildlife
and habitat conservation in Nevada
by purchasing a hunting, fishing or
combination license. Find us on Facebook,
Twitter or visit us at www.ndow.org.
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NEWS FROM THE NEVADA DEPARTMENT
OF WILDLIFE

Improvement Projects Planned at
Boulder Reservoir
Improvement projects to improve
wildlife and fishery habitat and fishing
opportunities are planned to begin this
spring at Boulder Reservoir, about 25
miles southeast of Cedarville, Calif. in Washoe County, Nev.

Youth Waterfowl Hunt Slated for Overton Wildlife
Management Area
Nevada’s young hunters will have an opportunity to hunt
waterfowl by themselves during a youth-only waterfowl season
scheduled for Feb. 8-9 in the South Zone, and Feb. 8 in the
Northwest Zone. This season is open only to hunters 15 years
of age or younger, including non-residents. The young hunters
must be accompanied by an adult who is at least 18 years old.
However, adults are not allowed to hunt during this season.

Beginning in March, the reservoir will be drained and dredged to
remove silt and increase depth. Dredging and other improvement
work should be completed by August, and the spring-fed reservoir
will begin to refill, said Scott Soletti, a wildlife biologist with the
Bureau of Land Management Surprise Field Office in Cedarville.
The BLM will also build new livestock control fencing and seed
and plant the area with new vegetation to improve wildlife habitat
and reduce sediment flow into the reservoir. The reservoir will
be closed to public access during July and August this year while
dredging and construction are underway.
The Nevada Department of Wildlife will stock the reservoir with
fish in the spring of 2015, and BLM crews will install picnic tables,
fire rings and a vault toilet in the summer of 2015.
More information is available by contacting Soletti or Dan Ryan at
the BLM Surprise Field Office, (530) 279-6101.

1981-2014

Leica
Binocular
Raffle

Rafﬂe tickets purchased as part of the 3-IN-1
Rafﬂe for a chance to win a pair of Leica Ultravid
12X50 Binculars with a tripod and adaptor

By Martin Olson

The South Zone is comprised of Lincoln and Clark counties
and includes the Moapa Valley portion of the Overton Wildlife
Management Area. The Northwest Zone includes all other
counties except Elko and White Pine. The daily bag limits for
ducks, geese, and other waterfowl are the same as those
established for the regular season.
“The youth season is a good opportunity for young hunters to gain
experience in uncrowded conditions and without feeling pressure
to match the skill and success of older, more experienced
hunters,” said Doug Nielsen, Conservation Education supervisor
for the Nevada Department of Wildlife (NDOW). “It’s also a
chance for one of those experienced hunters to share their
knowledge with the next generation.”
Just like the regular waterfowl season, reservations are required
at the Overton WMA. NDOW will begin taking reservations at 8
a.m. Monday, Feb. 3 at the agency’s Las Vegas and Henderson
offices. They are located at 4747 Vegas Drive and 744 S.
Racetrack Road respectively. Reservations also can be made at
the management area. The hunter, or their representative, must
appear in person to make the reservation.
Youth hunters between the ages of 12 and 15 will need a current
hunting license and a Nevada State Duck Stamp but will not
need a federal migratory game bird hunting stamp. That stamp
is required for persons age 16 and older who hunt migratory
waterfowl. Youth hunters under the age of twelve are not required
to possess a license; however, NDOW strongly recommends they
complete a hunter education course prior to the hunt. Course
information and registration can be accessed online at www.ndow.org.
The Nevada Department of Wildlife (NDOW) protects, restores
and manages fish and wildlife, and promotes fishing, hunting, and
boating safety. NDOW’s wildlife and habitat conservation efforts
are primarily funded by sportsmen’s license and conservation
fees and a federal surcharge on hunting and fishing gear. Support
wildlife and habitat conservation in Nevada by purchasing a
hunting, fishing or combination license. Find us on Facebook,
Twitter or visit us at www.ndow.org.
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Do you think these bighorn
sheep are thirsty?
Don’t make Nevada’s
wildlife wait for your
support!

NBU Director & Water Development Manager Mel Belding and
NDOW Biologist Jason Salisbury

Join NBU today!
Over the last thirty-one years NBU has grown to become
the largest grass roots volunteer sportsmen’s organization in
Nevada, and quite possibly the country! Through the support
of our members NBU has raised millions of dollars and logged
literally thousands of volunteer hours to benefit Nevada’s
wildlife. In the past five years alone NBU has funded and
actively participated in numerous big game capture, relocation
and survey projects, water development and enhancement
projects, Sheldon National Wildlife Refuge wild horse control,
made equipment and repair donations essential to NDOW,
participated in disease outbreak and prevention programs,
funded wildlife research including bighorn sheep, mountain
goats, elk, mule deer and sage grouse studies, supported
sound science predator control programs, awarded youth
scholarships and contributed to youth hunting and fishing
forums, as well as participated in numerous range restoration
projects.
The efforts of NBU have directly contributed to Nevada
currently having about 9,900 bighorn sheep within our borders.
That is more bighorn sheep than any other state in the lower
48! NBU has been largely responsible for transplanting bighorn

sheep in 80 of the 86 mountain ranges in Nevada that bighorns
call home. But NBU is not only about wild sheep! Through the
donations and participation from concerned sportsmen and
sportswomen such as you, NBU has increased opportunities to
hunt big and small game animals, as well as otherwise enjoying
Nevada’s wildlife experience.
You can become a member of NBU in four different ways:
(1) By attending our Annual Fundraising Banquet in the
Spring of each year; (2) By making a donation to the Annual
Fundraising Banquet; (3) By volunteering your time one day
a year on a project sponsored by NBU to perpetuate the
mission of the organization; and finally (4) By joining using the
application form on the adjacent page or via our website at
http://NevadaBighornsUnlimited.org.
Please help NBU perpetuate our mission to protect and
enhance Nevada’s wildlife resources for sportsmen, outdoor
and wildlife enthusiasts for this and future generations.
Thank you for your consideration.

Join Nevada Bighorns Unlimited
& Support Your Nevada Wildlife!
~ Sportsmen working for the future of Nevada’s wildlife ~
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Nevada Bighorns Unlimited
Membership Application / Renewal Form
When you join Nevada Bighorns Unlimited you
become a member of one of the premier volunteer
wildlife organizations in the country, committed to
working for the future of Nevada’s wildlife.



You have a choice of membership levels:


Individual – Receives a 1-year subscription to the
N.B.U. newsletter and notifications of volunteer
events.

Bronze Ram Lifetime Members may up-grade their
membership to Silver Ram and Gold Ram levels by
one time donation or by annual donation installments
of $500. A portion of your membership is tax
deductible; please consult your accountant.



Corporate – Receives a 1-year subscription to
the N.B.U. newsletter and inclusion in the New
Corporate Member listing in each issue of the
newsletter and on the NBU website and
notifications of special events throughout the
year.

Yes! I wish to become a member, or renew my
membership, with Nevada Bighorns Unlimited at the
level indicated below:
[ ] $45 Individual
[ ] $500 Bronze Ram
[ ] $250 Corporate
[ ] $1,500 Silver Ram
[ ] $250 Outfitter
[ ] $2,500 Gold Ram



Outfitter – Receives a 1-year subscription to the
N.B.U. newsletter and inclusion in the New
Outfitter Member listing in each issue of the
newsletter and on the NBU website and
notification of special events throughout the year.

Name: _____________________________________

Every membership in Nevada Bighorns Unlimited
helps to re-establish, augment and maintain Nevada’s
wildlife. A Lifetime Member can feel confident that his
or her donation and participation in N.B.U. creates the
greatest impact possible on Nevada’s wildlife and
habitat. Membership we can count on to perpetuate
the organization makes the difference. In appreciation
for a Lifetime Membership, we offer the following
benefits to members participating at the lifetime levels
below:
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Bronze Ram – A Bronze Ram member receives
a lifetime subscription to the N.B.U. newsletter, a
Bronze Ram life member pin, a life member hat
and the N.B.U. decal.

Gold Ram – A Gold Ram member receives a
lifetime subscription to the N.B.U. newsletter, a
Gold Ram N.B.U. Nevada Slam jacket, a Life
Member hat, a personalized wall plaque, the
N.B.U. decal and one complimentary ticket each
year to the annual banquet and auction.
Silver Ram – A Silver Ram member receives a
lifetime subscription to the N.B.U. newsletter, a
Silver Ram life member pin, an embroidered
N.B.U. jacket, a life member hat and the N.B.U.
decal.
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Address: ___________________________________

Quality, custom designed
trophies with a six month
turnaround.

City: ______________ State: _____ Zip: ________
Business Phone ______________________
Residence Phone: ____________________
E-mail Address: ______________________________
[ ] I only wish to receive the NBU News via my E-Mail

Trophy tak
en by

[ ] Check or Money Order Enclosed
Credit Card:

Todd Jaksick
, Reno, NV

[ ] Visa [ ] Mastercard

[ ] American Express

Exp. Date: __________

Card No.: __________________________________
Name on Card: ______________________________
Signature: __________________________________
Please mail this completed form and remittance to:
Nevada Bighorns Unlimited
P.O. Box 21393, Reno, Nevada 89515-1393
Or Visit Us At Our Website:
http://nevadabighornsunlimited.org

Scan this code and follow us on facebook
facebook.com/wildliferevolutions

(775) 527-1614 | 2405A Walnut St. Reno, NV 89502 | wildliferevolutions.com
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Nevada Bighorns Unlimited
P.O. Box 21393
Reno, Nevada 89515-1393

- 34th Annual NBU Banquet - April 4, 2014 Tickets are Available Now!
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